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1.

Purpose of the Report

1.1

To seek Member approval for a project that will restore the traditional hedgerow
boundary network at Kettleness to the north of Whitby thereby increasing the habitat
connections in this part of the National Park.

2.

Background to the Proposed Project

2.1

The Kettleness peninsula is situated on the North York Moors coast north of Whitby
and is primarily made up of open improved pasture (see Appendix 1 for pictures of the
area). The centre of the project site is at Grid Reference NZ 843 155 (see Appendix 2
for a map of the site). Although the present day landscape at Kettleness is very open
with large fields bounded by wire fencing, historic evidence shows that the landscape
here once had a more enclosed and intricate network of traditional boundaries, this is
evidenced through the Ordnance Survey map of the area in 1856, which shows the
original field boundary network (see Appendix 3 for the historic map).

2.2

The field boundaries identified for restoration are shown on the aerial photograph
below.

2.3

The existing natural boundaries are currently in a state of neglect and there is very little
condition and continuity left in the existing hedge lines. The majority of old boundaries
now exist as post and rail or post and wire fences which are in various states of
disrepair. This leaves very little in terms of wildlife habitat and connectivity corridors in
the landscape. Without a major landscape scale restoration project the original
boundaries will cease to exist in the future.

2.4

All of the land within the project site is under the ownership of the Mulgrave Estate.
There are three tenanted farms within the project area namely Cliff House Farm,
Kettleness Farm and Home Farm.

3.

Background and Rationale to National Park Authority Involvement

3.1

The Authority’s Habitat Connectivity Project aims to protect, enhance, expand and
connect key wildlife habitats across the National Park. This is one of the Authority’s two
Strategic Priorities. The Project is within two of the targeted ‘polygons’ where action to
increase connectivity has been identified as a priority. The project would focus on
hedgerows creating linear connections that will help wildlife move through and exist
within this farmed landscape. The measures proposed in the project contribute to the
rationale that was set for the connectivity priority for this area, which is to enhance
farmland and coastal slope habitats to increase permeability of the landscape for
wildlife. More widely this project and the area it fits within fall within a key north – south
wildlife corridor which was identified in the National Park Management Plan. This
project will contribute to the Authority’s Business Plan target of addressing at least 70%
of the missing key ecological gaps.

3.2

The proposed hedgerow restoration project links well with the National Park
Management Plan and the contribution to specific National Park Management Plan
policies is covered in Section 7 below. The project also positively impacts on the North
Yorkshire and Cleveland Heritage Coast Management Plan 2015-2020. The Heritage
Coast Management Plan Key Principle 2 aims to ‘Develop projects to further the nature
conservation of the coast by cross referencing to the coastal biodiversity habitat action
plans. Develop the potential for habitat connectivity recognising the priority areas set
out in the habitat connectivity modelling exercise’.

3.3

As well as the contribution to habitat connectivity the project will also have significant
landscape benefits that build on previous work that the Authority has funded on the
coast over a number of years including a number of hedgerow projects. The project
also helps to address a concern highlighted within the Landscape Character
Assessment undertaken for the NPA in 2003 by White, Young & Green Environmental.
The assessment recognises the negative land use changes on the coast and included
the replacement of walls and hedges with fencing, and the decline, neglect and loss of
hedgerows. These were rated as being high in the significance to landscape character
loss.

4.

Project Aims, Objectives and Methods

4.1

It is proposed that the Authority enters into a Conservation Agreement with Mulgrave
Estate to secure the planting of 3,841 metres of new hedgerow by primarily following
the route of the old boundary lines at Kettleness. The new hedgerows will consist of a
mixture of approximately 70% Hawthorn with the remaining 30% made up of a mixture
of Blackthorn, Hazel, Holly, Field Maple and Crab Apple. This planting mix represents a
good combination of hedge species that will provide dense cover, thick stock proof
barriers as well as providing food, berries, pollinators and cover for ground nesting
birds and small mammals. The mix is typical of what is found in good examples of
historic hedgerows in this area.

4.2

The existing remnant fence lines will need to be removed and the ground below will
need to be sub-soiled or lightly cultivated to break up any hard ‘pans’ of soil that have
accumulated over the years prior to planting. This work is to be undertaken as part of
Mulgrave Estate’s contribution to the project.

4.3

Protection of the new hedge lines will be of paramount importance whilst the new
hedges are becoming established. To do this, 7,682 metres of new stock fence and 3
wooden field gates will be installed. This will protect both sides of the new hedgerows
from grazing by livestock. The distance between the new fence lines will be at least 2
metres apart ensuring that there is room for the new hedge to grow as well as
providing wildlife corridors at the base of the new hedgerows. As a result of the project
over three quarters of a hectare of land will be removed from grazing, allowing the
hedge to establish and providing wider benefits for wildlife through creation of space for
other flora and fauna. This reduction in grazing land represents a financial loss to
Mulgrave Estate and their tenants, which demonstrates a high level of commitment to
the project from both parties.

4.4

The new hedgerows will require weed control in the early stages of establishment. This
is to be achieved by selective herbicide use and would be required to be undertaken by
Mulgrave Estate or their tenants at least once during the growing season. In the first
three years it needs to be done twice a year. This work is to be undertaken as part of
Mulgrave Estate’s contribution to the project.

5.

Risks

5.1

Given the exposed nature of the coastal landscape there is a risk that initially the new
hedges will be slow to grow. The intention is to plant them at 6 plants per metre in
spiral guards in a double staggered row and this will offer shelter from the coastal
winds. There is a clear example of a successful planting project on the cliff top at
Goldsborough that is growing well and in its 5th year (see Appendix 5 for pictures of
the area). With correct weed control, experience shows that the new hedges can thrive
on the coastal plateau.

5.2

One of the key methods is to plant the new hedges at the base of the hedge bank
rather than the top where water and nutrients are lacking. Experience has shown that
breaking up the soil prior to planting has a greater success rate for the new hedge in
the future. It is the ground preparation and weed control that have the biggest impact
on the new hedges survival and not the exposed conditions of the coastal climate.

5.3

The timescale for the project will be from April 2016 through to February 2017. The
removal of the fencing and the ground preparation will be undertaken between April
and June 2016 by Mulgrave Estate and their tenants. The contractor, at the instruction
of Mulgrave Estate, will then install the fencing over the summer months until October
2016 and the planting work will take place between November 2016 and February
2017. This timescale gives room for any unforeseen circumstances and allows for any
potential delays in the delivery of the project.

5.4

The terms and conditions of the proposed Conservation agreement require Mulgrave
Estate to undertake the work to the satisfaction of the National Park Officer and
thereafter maintain the work in a sound and reasonable condition for ten years after the
completion of the work. The agreement also requires Mulgrave Estate to replace, at
their expense, any hedge plants that fail within this timeframe. Mulgrave Estate has
provided the Authority with evidence to confirm that within the tenancy agreements for
each of the farm holdings, the tenant is required to ‘maintain in proper repair all
hedgerows’ with their holding. The Authority will undertake an annual monitoring visit to
check on the establishment of the hedgerows.

6.

Financial and Staffing Implications

6.1

A number of quotations for carrying out the work have been submitted by contractors.
The final decision to select and employ a contractor will be the responsibility of
Mulgrave Estate. The Authority’s offer of grant will be based on the lowest of the
quotations, subject to a proposed upper limit of £55,000. This would represent good
value in terms of the cost of the work but would also deliver a very significant
biodiversity and landscape improvement.

6.2

The new hedges will be visible from a number of vantage points in the area including
the Cleveland Way National Trail and the coastal footpath network around
Goldsborough itself. The new hedgerows will provide linkages from the unimproved cliff
slope to the more established hedgerow network further inland at Goldsborough. There
would also be a contribution to the historic heritage by re-instating the old field
boundaries.

6.3

A significant contribution to the project will be the time and labour put into removing the
old existing fence lines and the cultivation of the hedge base to prepare the ground for
the new planting as well as the maintenance of the new hedgerows and fencing once
installed. A number of the boundary lines identified for restoration are not entirely
conducive with the current management of the fields however the agreement to restore
them shows a strong commitment to recognising the historic importance of the
traditional boundary lines here.

6.4

In order to be compliant with the EU Agricultural State Aids Regulations, Mulgrave
Estate is required to make a contribution towards the cost of the work that as a
minimum amounts to 40% of the cost of the work relating to 3 of the boundaries (P,Q
and S shown on the map at Appendix 4) as these new boundaries will be considered
‘productive’ assets under the Regulations. The value of this contribution based on the
lowest quotation is £4,300.80. Mulgrave Estate and their tenant’s time spent on the
removal of the old fences, ground preparation and installation of three new field gates
will be recorded and counted towards this required contribution.

6.5

Members are asked to agree, upon completion of the Work to the satisfaction of the
National Park Officer, a grant contribution to Mulgrave Estate of the cost of the hedging
and double fencing to a maximum of £55,000 (based on the lowest quotes received).

7.

Contribution to National Park Management Plan

7.1

The project will contribute to the following National Park Management Plan policies:
E1. The landscape character of the National Park will be maintained and enhanced;
E2. Traditional farmed landscape features will be conserved, enhanced and
reinstated where possible;
E11. Existing habitats will be conserved, restored and expanded where appropriate,
focusing on habitat connectivity;
E14. A more diverse range of habitat will be supported, particularly through
management of field margins and grasslands;
E45. The wildlife, seascape, tranquillity and historic environment of the coast and
marine area will be protected and enhanced.

8.

Legal Implications

8.1

The proposed project will be offered under a Conservation Agreement between the
Authority and Mulgrave Estate that is compliant with the National Park Authority’s
Agricultural State Aid Notification.

8.2

Consultation has taken place with colleagues in the Planning Department and planning
permission is not required.

9.

Recommendation

9.1

That: Members approve the financial contribution of up to £55,000 from conservation
grant budgets towards the restoration and reinstatement of the traditional
hedgerow network at Kettleness to improve habitat connectivity and improve the
landscape.
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Remnant hedgerow stems at Kettleness – hedge network needs restoring
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Appendix 5

Hedges planted in 2010 next to Cleveland Way at Goldsborough near Kettleness

